Santa Paula 2040 General Plan

3. Circulation and Mobility
A. Overview
1.

Purpose and Legal Requirements

California Government Code §65302(b) requires the General Plan to include “A circulation
element consisting of the general location and extent of existing and proposed major
thoroughfares, transportation routes, terminals, any military airports and ports, and other
local public utilities and facilities, all correlated with the land use element of the plan.” State
law also requires that the circulation element “…plan for a balanced, multimodal
transportation network that meets the needs of all users of streets, roads, and highways for
safe and convenient travel in a manner that is suitable to the rural, suburban, or urban context
of the general plan.”
In addition to State general plan law, other legislative acts related to transportation place
greater emphasis on the integration of land use and transportation planning to allow more
trips to be made by modes other than the private automobile and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.

2.

Context for Mobility Planning in Santa Paula

This Circulation and Mobility Element establishes the framework for providing a balanced
multi-modal transportation system in Santa
Acronyms used in this section
Paula that supports walking, bicycling, public
ADT
average daily traffic
transit, automobile use, and other modes of
CIP
capital improvement program
CTP
Comprehensive Transportation Plan
travel. The purpose of this Element is to build
LOS
level of service
upon Santa Paula’s existing transportation
RTP/SCS 2016-2040 Regional Transportation
network and provide a comprehensive mobility
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
SCAG
Southern California Association of
system that reduces reliance on automobiles and
Governments
improves the viability of other transportation
STP
Surface Transportation Program
TDA
Transportation Development Act
options. It sets forth goals, policies and programs
TDM
Transportation Demand Management
to ensure that the transportation network will
TIF
traffic improvement fee
VCTC
Ventura County Transportation
enhance connectivity and support planned land
Commission
uses as described in the Land Use Element.
VMT
vehicle miles traveled
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As seen in Figure 3-1, recent data showed that a majority of Santa Paula residents commuted
by driving alone; however, carpooling and transit use was higher than for Ventura County as
a whole. The city's relatively compact size and level terrain creates favorable conditions for
alternative travel modes such as walking, cycling and transit.
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Figure 3-1 – Santa Paula Commute Share by Mode (2014)
A balanced, multi-modal transportation system improves quality of life by increasing
available travel options. Roadways that are designed to accommodate active forms of
transportation, such as walking and bicycling, provide more opportunities for people to
integrate physical activity into their daily routine and lower transportation costs. Similarly, in
addition to promoting healthy and active lifestyles, providing alternatives to driving,
including viable public transit, can reduce the number of vehicles on the roadway. This can
result in additional benefits such as a decrease in traffic congestion, reduced greenhouse gas
emissions, and air quality improvements.
Like many cities, Santa Paula’s current roadway design favors vehicular travel. However,
there is a growing desire for enhanced pedestrian and bicycle facilities, preferably separated
as much as possible from vehicular traffic.
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Several such projects are supported by local and regional agencies such as SCAG and VCTC,
including the Santa Paula Branch Trail, a multi-modal rail trail between Ventura and Fillmore
that uses existing right of way adjacent to the former rail line and could offer an alternative to
driving along SR 126.
Many of Santa Paula’s existing roadways can also accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists
without the need to acquire additional right of way. For example, in some locations on-street
parking could be reduced to allow room for bicycle facilities. Other shared facilities may be
placed in naturally calmed environments that would be ideal for bicycling with the need for
only minor additions to enhance visibility or provide wayfinding assistance.
Providing additional opportunities for students traveling to school is another important
objective. Better sidewalks and bicycle infrastructure in combination with reduced vehicle
speeds along school routes encourages students to walk or bike to school, particularly along
highly-traveled roadways such as Harvard Boulevard. In addition to the health benefits
associated with this physical activity, traffic congestion during drop-off and pick-up times can
be reduced.
Public transit is another option for reducing school-related traffic. The Valley Express offers
bus routes serving Santa Paula High School, Glen City Elementary School, Blanchard
Elementary School, Isbell Middle School, Grace Thille Elementary School, and demand-based
service to Barbara Webster Elementary School. These services are offered in addition to intercity bus service along SR 126 between Ventura and the unincorporated community of Piru, by
way of Santa Paula. The continuation of these public transit routes is supported by local and
regional agencies such as the City of Santa Paula, VCTC, and SCAG. The Land Use Element
supports expanded public transit options in the future, particularly in East Area 1.
An expansion of the multi-modal hub located Downtown at the intersection of Ventura and
Mill Streets has long been planned to include a variety of public transit options including bus,
taxi, and shuttle service. Mobility hubs can serve as regional connection points that make
transit transfers and connections easier. To facilitate first/last mile connectivity, and thus
bolster transit use, mobility hubs often contain features such as:
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•
•
•
•
•

“Kiss-and-Ride”/rideshare drop-off and pick-up
Long-term and short-term bicycle parking
Electric vehicle charging
Pedestrian amenities such as shelters, benches, and trash cans to make waiting
more comfortable
Human-scale lighting

Additionally, the historic railroad depot on Santa Barbara Street could serve as a rail terminal
should the decision be made to reintroduce passenger rail service. These public transit
opportunities are bolstered by their central location adjacent to a mix of land uses including
commercial, office, and residential. The planned mobility network includes improvements to
pedestrian and bicycle facilities in this area that connect to the larger system and provide
access to important destinations within Santa Paula such as Downtown, schools, parks, and
other activity areas.
The planned mobility network supports State and regional transportation planning efforts to
promote a more balanced, multi-modal transportation system that reduces reliance on
automobiles and addresses the issue of climate change.

3.

Mobility Goals

The following goals are intended to guide the establishment of policies, regulations, capital
improvement programs and other actions to enhance mobility in Santa Paula.
CM 1

A safe, efficient and well-funded circulation network correlated with existing and
future land uses to support the mobility needs of pedestrians, bicyclists, public
transportation, motorists, children, seniors, persons with disabilities, movers of
commercial goods, and emergency vehicles.

CM 2

Reduced per capita vehicle miles traveled, air pollutants and greenhouse gas
emissions through effective land use planning and the provision of alternatives to
single-occupancy motor vehicles including public transit and other alternative
modes that are safe, convenient, efficient, and accessible to everyone.
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The remainder of this element is organized into the following sections:
•
•
•
•
•
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B. Streets and Highways
1.

Overview

The roadway network in Santa Paula generally follows a traditional grid pattern, although the
orientation of the grid follows the curvature of the Santa Clara River Valley. Other deviations
to the grid are found in the northern portion of the city where topography necessitates a
curvilinear street pattern. This grid network provides exceptional connectivity for all
transportation modes.
The planned mobility system builds upon existing transportation infrastructure with
additional emphasis on active transportation modes, such as walking and bicycling, as well as
public transit. Alternatives to private vehicles provide benefits including increased overall
capacity of the transportation network, less need for costly roadway expansions, improved air
quality, a reduction in greenhouse gases, and healthier lifestyles.

Roadway Performance Standards
For decades the traditional measure of roadway performance has been vehicular level of service
(LOS). Vehicular LOS describes how well a roadway operates from a driver’s perspective and
generally reflects speed, travel time, freedom to maneuver, comfort, convenience, and safety.
LOS A represents free-flowing traffic conditions, while LOS F reflects a high degree of
congestion. Table 3-1 describes vehicular LOS as published by the Transportation Research
Board of the National Academy of Sciences.
Table 3-1 Auto Level of Service Definitions
LOS

Characteristics

A

Primarily free-flow operation. Vehicles are completely unimpeded in their ability
to maneuver within the traffic stream. Controlled delay at the boundary
intersections is minimal. The travel speed exceeds 85% of the base free-flow speed.

B

Reasonably unimpeded operation. The ability to maneuver within the traffic
stream is only slightly restricted and control delay at the boundary intersections is
not significant. The travel speed is between 67% and 85% of the base free-flow
speed.

C

Stable operation. The ability to maneuver and change lanes at mid-segment
locations may be more restricted than at LOS B. Longer queues at the boundary
intersections may contribute to lower travel speeds. The travel speed is between
50% and 67% of the base free-flow speed.
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LOS

Characteristics

D

Less stable condition in which small increases in flow may cause substantial
increases in delay and decreases in travel speed. This operation may be due to
adverse signal progression, high volume, or inappropriate signal timing at the
boundary intersections. The travel speed is between 40% and 50% of the base freeflow speed.

E

Unstable operation and significant delay. Such operations may be due to some
combination of adverse signal progression, high volume, and inappropriate signal
timing at the boundary intersections. The travel speed is between 30% and 40% of
the base free-flow speed.

F

Flow at extremely low speed. Congestion is likely occurring at the boundary
intersections, as indicated by high delay and extensive queuing. The travel speed is
30% or less of the base free-flow speed. Also, LOS F is assigned to the subject
direction of travel if the through movement at one or more boundary intersections
have a volume-to-capacity ratio greater than 1.0.

Source: Transportation Research Board of the National Academy of Sciences, Highway Capacity Manual,
2010

LOS thresholds are based on the functional classification of each roadway, maximum
capacity, roadway geometrics (physical characteristics such as number and width of lanes,
presence of median), and average daily traffic (ADT) volumes. Table 3-2 describes the
capacity and LOS thresholds for each type of roadway.
Table 3-2 Roadway Type, Capacity and Level of Service Thresholds
Facility Type
Arterial
Arterial
Boulevard
Boulevard
Collector

Lane
Configuration
2 lanes
4 lanes
2 lanes
4 lanes
2 lanes

LOS A
12,000
23,900
9,600
19,200
7,100

LOS B
14,000
27,900
11,200
22,300
8,200

LOS C
16,000
31,900
12,800
25,500
9,400

LOS D
18,000
35,900
14,400
28,700
10,600

LOS E
20,000
39,900
16,000
31,900
11,800

LOS F
> 20,000
> 39,900
> 16,000
> 31,900
> 11,800

Source: City of Santa Paula; Chen Ryan Associates, 2019
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While LOS criteria for vehicular delay are commonly used to determine the appropriate
configuration for roadways, the State Legislature has also recognized that adherence to LOS
standards can result in roadway improvements that benefit vehicular travel at the expense of
other travel modes. In adopting SB 743 of 2013 the Legislature stated:
New methodologies under the California Environmental Quality Act are needed for
evaluating transportation impacts that are better able to promote the state’s goals of
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and traffic-related air pollution, promoting the
development of a multimodal transportation system, and … More appropriately balance the
needs of congestion management with statewide goals related to infill development,
promotion of public health through active transportation, and reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions.
However, SB 743 also allows local governments to continue to apply “…general plan policies,
zoning codes, conditions of approval, thresholds, or any other planning requirements pursuant to the
police power or any other authority.”
The policies and programs related to streets and highways set forth below (beginning on
page 3-22) reflect the appropriate use of LOS as well as other metrics for roadway
performance in support of Santa Paula’s mobility goals.

Planned Vehicular Network
The planned vehicular network provides enhanced connectivity, safety, and comfort for all
transportation modes, and the roadway classifications described below are intended to
balance the needs of all roadway users. Figure 3-2 through Figure 3-6 show typical crosssections for each classification.

Arterials
Arterials in Santa Paula are 2- or 4-lane roadways that are designed to carry moderate to
heavy vehicular traffic while providing direct access to regional transportation corridors
such as SR 126. Arterial roadways provide the greatest number of vehicular network
connections relative to other roadway types. They also provide major cross-town
connections, traversing many of the city’s signalized intersections. Generally, arterial
roadways provide for vehicular priority without compromising the safety of other
modes.
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Notes:
- Minimum lane widths are displayed for each curb-to-curb width. Additional available width should be
used to increase buffer width, bikeway width, and/or center left-turn lane/median width.

Figure 3-2 – 4-Lane Arterial Cross-Sections
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Notes:
- Minimum lane widths are displayed for each curb-to-curb width. Additional available width should be
used to increase buffer width, bikeway width, and/or center left-turn lane/median width.

Figure 3-3 – 2-Lane Arterial Cross-Sections
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Notes:
* Option for 3-Lane Boulevard with center left-turn lane
- Minimum lane widths are displayed for each curb-to-curb width. Additional available width should be
used to increase buffer width, bikeway width, and/or center left-turn lane/median width.
- Class II Bike Lanes would have a painted buffer, Class IV Cycle Tracks would have a physical buffer

Figure 3-4 – 4-Lane Boulevard Cross-Sections
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Notes:
- Minimum lane widths are displayed for each curb-to-curb width. Additional available width should be
used to increase buffer width, bikeway width, and/or center left-turn lane/median width.
- Class II Bike Lanes would have a painted buffer, Class IV Cycle Tracks would have a physical buffer.

Figure 3-5 – 2-Lane Boulevard Cross-Sections
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Notes:
- Minimum lane widths are displayed for each curb-to-curb width. Additional available width should be
used to increase buffer width, bikeway width, and/or center left-turn lane/median width.

Figure 3-6 – Collector Cross-Sections
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Boulevards
Boulevards are 2-lane or 4-lane roadways that provide access to major community
resources. Boulevards are generally long, cross-town roadways that can benefit from
increased multimodal connectivity for non-vehicular roadway users. Boulevards serve
major community destinations such as schools, businesses, and the Downtown. As ideal
multimodal corridors, provision for enhanced bicycle and pedestrian mobility, such as
through installation of buffered bike lanes and/or cycle tracks, is emphasized along
boulevards due to the wide variety of adjacent land uses.

Collectors
Collectors provide local access throughout the community without providing direct
access to the region-serving SR 126 freeway. These roadways are generally 2 lanes wide
and are near residential areas. However, some collectors serve commercial and industrial
land uses as well. Collectors are undivided but may contain turn pockets at larger
intersections. Posted speed limits along these roadways are relatively low.
Accommodation for bicycles and pedestrians should be provided along collector roads.
Less intense facility types, such as bicycle routes, may be acceptable due to lower
vehicular speeds and volumes.

Local Streets
Local streets provide access from the adjoining properties to arterials and collectors. In
residential areas local streets are fronted by homes; therefore, it is important to minimize
through traffic. Local streets are not shown on the roadway network map.
Figure 3-7 shows the Santa Paula roadway network and the classification for each road
segment. These classifications and planned enhancements are intended to facilitate a balance
of travel modes and minimize the need to acquire additional right of way to the extent
feasible. The cross-section illustrations represent typical conditions and may be modified due
to varying circumstances. Prior to construction of future improvements, site-specific
engineering studies will be required to determine the appropriate configurations.
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Source: City of Santa Paula General Plan Update, Mobility Element Technical Report, December 2019

Figure 3-7 – Planned Roadway Network Classifications
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Caltrans Urban Streets
Santa Paula’s system of arterials, boulevards, collectors, and local streets are
supplemented by SR 150, which runs along portions of 10th Street, and serves local
north-south travel in Santa Paula. SR 150 also offers connectivity to SR 126, as well as to
the City of Ojai to the north. The roadway has two travel lanes, a center left-turn lane
between Santa Barbara Street and Ventura Street, and Class II bike lanes and intermittent
on-street parking between Santa Paula Street and Harvard Boulevard. This roadway is
owned, operated, and maintained by Caltrans, and was analyzed as a 2-lane Caltrans
Urban Street. No changes are proposed to the right of way or lane configuration of this
facility.

Proposed Improvements
Described below are the street and intersection improvements planned for the 2040
timeframe. The planned roadway network is intended to support mobility for all users, and
specific improvements are expected to occur over an extended period based upon
development patterns, timing and available funding.
These planned improvements are based on the best available information, assumptions and
methodology at the time this plan was prepared. As part of the City’s periodic review of the
General Plan, the planned roadway network and improvements will be reevaluated and may
be refined as appropriate to reflect changing circumstances. If it is determined that an
adequate level of mobility can be attained through alternative methods or improvements, no
amendment to this General Plan will be required in connection with that alternative.

Streets
Table 3-3 shows the planned roadway segments and classifications compared to existing
(2016) conditions along with the physical changes needed to implement the plan. The
only roadway segment where widening and right of way acquisition is planned is Palm
Avenue between Harvard Boulevard and SR 126. Road segments where the plan calls for
restriping or other changes within the existing right of way include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Hallock Drive from SR 126 to Old Hallock Drive
Santa Paula Street from the western City limit to its eastern terminus
Telegraph Road from the western City limit to Peck Road and from
Main Street/Harvard Boulevard to its eastern terminus
Main Street from Peck Road to Harvard Boulevard
Harvard Boulevard from Peck Road to Main Street
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Table 3-3 Existing Conditions vs. Planned Roadway Classifications
Existing (2016)
Configuration

Planned
Classification

Roadway

Segment

Peck Road

From northern terminus
to Main Street

2-lane arterial

2-lane collector

Downgraded to Collector
due to excess capacity and
residential land uses.

No changes required

From Main Street to
southern terminus

2-lane arterial

2-lane arterial

No change

No changes required

Cameron Street

From Foothill Road to
Main Street

2-lane collector

2-lane collector

No change

No changes required

Steckel Drive

From Foothill Road to
southern terminus

2-lane collector

2-lane collector

No change

No changes required

Palm Avenue

From northern terminus
to Harvard Boulevard

2-lane arterial

2-lane arterial

No change

No changes required

From Harvard Boulevard 2-lane arterial
to SR 126 WB ramps

4-lane arterial

Widened to 4 lanes

Widen roadway to 64 feet
and restripe as 4-lanes with
center left-turn lane

From SR 126 WB ramps to 2-lane arterial
southern terminus

2-lane arterial

No change

No changes required

6th Street

From Virginia Terrace to
Santa Barbara Street

2-lane collector

2-lane collector

No change

No changes required

8th Street

From Virginia Terrace to
Santa Maria Street

2-lane collector

2-lane collector

No change

No changes required

10th Street

From northern terminus
to Santa Paula Street

2-lane collector

2-lane collector

No change

No changes required

10th Street /
SR 150

From Santa Paula Street to 2-lane Caltrans
Santa Maria Street
urban street

2-lane Caltrans
urban street

No change

No changes required
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Existing (2016)
Configuration

Planned
Classification

Description

Implementation
Requirements

Roadway

Segment

Ojai Road /
SR 150

From northern City limit
to Santa Paula Street

2-lane Caltrans
urban street

2-lane Caltrans
urban street

No change

No changes required

12th Street

From Richmond Road to
Main Street

2-lane collector

2-lane collector

No change

No changes required

From Main Street to
Harvard Boulevard

2-lane arterial

2-lane collector

Downgraded to Collector No changes required
based upon excess capacity
and the redefinition of
Collector as a freewayserving roadway.

S. Mountain
Road

From Harvard Boulevard 2-lane arterial
to City limit

2-lane arterial

No change

No changes required

Hallock Drive

From Telegraph Road
to SR 126

4-lane arterial

4-lane arterial

No change

No changes required

From SR 126 to Old
Hallock Drive

3-lane arterial

2-lane arterial

Redefined as 2-lane
roadway based upon
excess capacity.

Restripe as 2-lane roadway
with on-street parking or
shoulder if desired.

From Old Hallock Drive
to southern terminus

2-lane arterial

2-lane arterial

No change

No changes required

From western City limit to 2-lane collector
Ridgecrest Drive

2-lane collector

No change

No changes required

Virginia Terrace From western terminus to 2-lane collector
Ojai Road

2-lane collector

No change

No changes required

Foothill Road
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Existing (2016)
Configuration

Planned
Classification

Roadway

Segment

Santa Paula
Street

From western City limit to 2-lane collector
Santa Paula Creek

2-lane boulevard

Upgraded to Boulevard to
reflect the roadway’s
importance in providing
east-west multimodal
connectivity.

Restripe as 2-lane roadway
with buffered Class II bike
lanes or Class IV cycle track.
Additional width can
accommodate on-street
parking.

Santa Barbara
Street

From Peck Road to
12th Street

2-lane collector

No change

No changes required

Telegraph Road From western City limit to 2-lane arterial
Peck Road

2-lane boulevard

Downgraded to Boulevard
to reflect the roadway’s
importance in providing
east-west multimodal
connectivity.

Restripe as 2-lane roadway
with buffered Class II bike
lanes or Class IV cycle track.
Additional width can
accommodate on-street
parking.

From Main Street/
4-lane arterial
Harvard Boulevard to 850
feet east of Main
Street/Harvard Boulevard

4-lane boulevard

Downgraded to Boulevard
to reflect the roadway’s
importance in providing
east-west multimodal
connectivity.

Widen to 68 feet and restripe
as 4-lane roadway with
center left-turn lane and
buffered Class II bike lanes
or Class IV cycle track. No
parking is recommended.

From 850 feet east of Main 2-lane arterial
Street to eastern terminus

4-lane boulevard

Upgraded to Boulevard
and widened to 4 lanes to
reflect the roadway’s
importance in providing
east-west multimodal
connectivity.

Widen to 68 feet and restripe
as 4-lane roadway with
center left-turn lane and
buffered Class II bike lanes
or Class IV cycle track, as
desired by City. No parking
is recommended.
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Existing (2016)
Configuration

Roadway

Segment

Main Street

From Peck Road to
Steckel Drive

2-lane arterial

From Steckel Drive to
Harvard Boulevard

Harvard
Boulevard

Planned
Classification

Description

Implementation
Requirements

2-lane boulevard

Downgraded to 2-Lane
Boulevard to reflect the
roadway’s importance in
providing east-west
multimodal connectivity.

2-lane arterial

2-lane boulevard

Downgraded to Boulevard Restripe as 2-lane roadway
to reflect the roadway’s
with on-street parking.
importance in providing
east-west multimodal
connectivity.

From Peck Road to
10th Street

4-lane arterial

4-lane boulevard

Downgraded to Boulevard
to reflect the roadway’s
importance in providing
east-west multimodal
connectivity.

Restripe as 4-lane roadway
with center left-turn lane and
buffered Class II bike lanes
and on-street parking where
width permits.

From 10th Street to 12th
Street

2-lane arterial

4-lane arterial

Widened to 4 Lanes.

Widen roadway to 44 feet
and restripe as 4-lanes
(Option for 3-Lane
Boulevard with center leftturn lane). No parking is
recommended.
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Roadway

Faulkner Road

Santa Maria
Street

Segment

Existing (2016)
Configuration

Planned
Classification

Description

Implementation
Requirements

From 12th Street to 440 feet 2-Lane Arterial
west of Main Street

4-Lane Boulevard Upgraded to Arterial and
widened to 4 lanes to
reflect the roadway’s
importance in providing
east-west multimodal
connectivity.

Restripe as 4-lane roadway
with center left-turn lane and
buffered Class II bike lanes
or Class IV cycle track, as
desired by City. One lane of
parking where width
permits on the north side.

From 440 feet west of
3-lane arterial
Main Street to Main Street

4-lane boulevard

Upgraded to Arterial and
widened to 4 lanes to
reflect the roadway’s
importance in providing
east-west multimodal
connectivity.

Restripe as 4-lane roadway
with center left-turn lane and
buffered Class II bike lanes
or Class IV cycle track, as
desired by City. One lane of
parking where width
permits on the north side.

From end to SR 126
WB ramps

2-lane arterial

2-lane arterial

No change

No changes required

From SR 126 WB ramps to 4-lane arterial
Peck Road

4-lane arterial

No change

No changes required

From Acacia Road to
eastern terminus (airport
parking lot)

2-lane collector

No change

No changes required
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Intersections
The Plan also calls for traffic signals to be added at the following intersections:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Faulkner Road & SR 126 WB Ramps
Peck Road & SR 126 EB Ramps/Acacia Way
Palm Avenue & SR 126 EB Ramps
SR 150/Ojai Road & Virginia Terrace
SR 150/10th Street & SR 126 WB Ramps
East Santa Maria Street & SR 126 EB On-Ramp/10th Street
Telegraph Road & Hallock Drive

Funding
Planned street and intersection improvements are identified in the City’s Capital
Improvement Program (CIP), which is updated annually. CIP projects may be funded from a
variety of sources such as bonds, grants, and dedicated revenues for capital improvements.
Street improvements required to serve major new developments are typically constructed by
the developer as part of the project and are funded through impact fees and/or through
mitigation requirements or development agreements.

2.

Policies and Programs

The State of California requires jurisdictions to plan for a balanced, multimodal transportation
network that meets the needs of all users of streets, roads, and highways, defined to include
motorists, pedestrians, bicyclists, children, persons with disabilities, seniors, movers of
commercial goods, and users of public transportation. This Complete Streets approach to
mobility planning reduces reliance on a single transportation mode while taking into
consideration the needs of all roadway users, regardless of age or ability. Increased public
transit and active transportation use can help reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reduce
the need for additional roadway capacity expansions. The following policies and programs
provide a locally focused integration with State, regional and countywide goals and policies.

Policies
CM 1.1

Performance standard. Level of service (LOS) D is established as the desired
performance standard for City streets and intersections. Any amendment to the
Land Use Plan or Circulation Plan must demonstrate conformance with this
standard unless the City Council determines that the standard is infeasible due to
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other mobility policy priorities. For streets and highways under Caltrans
jurisdiction or identified in the Congestion Management Plan shall be as
determined by the agency with jurisdiction.
CM 1.2

Circulation system funding. Seek sufficient funding to properly maintain, operate
and improve the public street system, and reduce the public cost of maintaining
and operating the existing street system through appropriate cost-sharing
measures.

CM 1.3

Intergovernmental coordination. Coordinate with VCTC, SCAG and Caltrans to
plan, fund, and improve roadways of regional importance, and local projects that
further regional mobility goals.

CM 1.4

Complete streets. Apply a flexible, balanced approach to mobility system
improvements that utilizes innovative design solutions and considers the safety and
mobility of all modes of travel consistent with the concept of Complete Streets.

CM 1.5

Prioritize public safety. Place a high priority on safety and reduction of accident
rates.

CM 1.6

Reduce VMT. Support development and transportation improvements that help
reduce per capita VMT and meet the needs of roadway users of all modes and
abilities. Utilize per capita VMT as the determinant of operational and
environmental impact significance for development projects.

CM 1.7

Green infrastructure. Incorporate green infrastructure into road design whenever
feasible.

CM 1.8

Dig once. Minimize operational disruptions in the circulation network through
strategies such as “dig once.” Install conduit for future telecommunications use
when trenching occurs and consolidate street construction projects with utility
upgrades such as water and wastewater line replacements whenever feasible.

CM 1.9

Driveway Consolidation. Minimize the number of driveways and curb cuts along
arterials, to the extent feasible, as a means of improving roadway function and
capacity.
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Programs
CM 1.a

Capital Improvement Program. Regularly update the Capital Improvement
Program (CIP) based upon adopted mobility policies.

CM 1.b

Development review. As part of the development review process, assist applicants
in demonstrating compliance with mobility policies and require developments to
include circulation system improvements consistent with adopted plans, policies
and the CIP.

CM 1.c

Funding sources. Pursue all feasible alternative means of funding circulation
system improvements.

CM 1.d

Transportation impact fees. Continue to implement a City traffic improvement fee
program (TIF) and participate in applicable County or regional traffic mitigation fee
programs to help defray the capital improvement costs of transportation
improvements.

CM 1.e

Complete streets design standards. Establish design standards and criteria for
Complete Streets to address the needs of all users including private vehicles, public
transit, bicycles, and pedestrians of all ages and abilities.

CM 1.f

Public safety. Track accident data to better understand potential safety issues
facing the most vulnerable transportation users and utilize this information in
developing infrastructure improvement plans.

CM 1.g

Transportation impact analyses. Ensure that transportation impact analyses are
conducted in a complimentary manner to the Ventura Countywide Transportation
Plan and the SCAG RTP/SCS to contribute to desired regional transportation and
environmental outcomes.

CM 1.h

General Plan review. In conjunction with each update to the RTP/SCS and the
VCTC CTP, review Circulation and Mobility Element goals, policies and programs
to ensure that they continue to appropriately reflect current conditions and City
priorities.
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C. Public Transportation
1.

Overview

Public transit plays an important role in the overall mobility network. Travel by public transit
is generally more energy- and space-efficient than personal vehicles. It can support the
development of more compact communities and reduce unnecessary sprawl, as well as serve
a diverse mix of land uses.
Efficient transit service that connects employment centers, residential neighborhoods,
commercial areas, and public uses can improve roadway operations, reduce transportation
costs and minimize air pollutants and greenhouse gas emissions.
Countywide guidelines adopted by VCTC bridge regional services, such as inter-city bus
routes and commuter rail, with local jurisdictions; therefore, it is important that Santa Paula’s
goals and policies are correlated with regional and countywide plans to ensure that public
transportation improvements are well-integrated into the regional context.

Bus Service
Bus service in Santa Paula is provided by VCTC through a combination of VCTC inter-city
transit routes, as well as local services operating under the name Valley Express.
Santa Paula’s bus stops provide access throughout the city as well as to the SR 126 corridor,
which provides access to adjacent areas such as Fillmore and Ventura.
VCTC directly operates one bus route, which connects communities located along the SR 126
corridor. In addition, VCTC manages local Valley Express bus services that serve Santa Paula
by way of two fixed-routes: Route A and Route B. Valley Express also supplements service
with two route deviations:
•
•

“Tripper” services operate during the school year at times complementary to school
schedules, including additional service to Barbara Webster Elementary School.
Demand-responsive service to Santa Paula Hospital.

Transit ridership is encouraged throughout Ventura County by a series of programs offered
by VCTC, including:
•
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Reduced Fare Program – Provides reduced fares for seniors and persons with
disabilities who are able to ride VCTC’s fixed routes.
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•

•

Guaranteed Ride Home Program – Provides a free taxi ride or one-day car rental
on days where users carpool, vanpool, ride the bus, or use Metrolink. VCTC’s
Guaranteed Ride Home Program may be used up to twice a month, if the user
encounters an illness, child care emergency, severe personal crisis, unexpected
request to work past regular hours, or when stranded at work due to carpool or
vanpool drivers experiencing any of the above.
Dial-A-Ride – Provides curb-to-curb transit service, similar to a taxi service, to the
general public. Service is available anywhere within the communities of Santa
Paula, Rancho Sespe, Fillmore, Barsdale and Piru.

Figure 3-8 identifies the planned public transit network in Santa Paula, including Valley
Express service and two main mobility hubs in Downtown at the corner of Mill Street and
Ventura Street, and in eastern Santa Paula on Hallock Drive.

Rail
Santa Paula’s rail corridor, referred to as the Santa Paula Branch Line, was acquired by VCTC
in 1995 from the Southern Pacific Railroad.
The Branch Line, which currently runs from the City of Ventura to an eastern terminus in the
unincorporated community of Piru approximately 15 miles east of Santa Paula, includes an
historic depot in Downtown Santa Paula near the intersection of 10th and Santa Barbara
Streets.
Union Pacific Railroad, Southern Pacific’s successor, provided freight service along the Santa
Paula Branch Line through 2012. The 2013 Ventura County Comprehensive Transportation
Plan seeks to sustain freight movement operations and transportation connections where
possible, while acknowledging the need to balance potential impacts to local communities. At
the time this General Plan was prepared, the Fillmore and Western Railway was offering
passenger excursion service along the branch, as well as filming opportunities for movie and
film production, and the Santa Paula Branch Line Advisory Committee was considering
future options, including possible discontinuance of rail operations in favor of preserving the
right of way for recreational use.
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Figure 3-8 – Planned Transit Network
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2.

Policies and Programs

Policies
CM 2.1

Regional transit coordination. Support VCTC and other transit operators in
providing convenient and cost-effective local and regional transit service.

CM 2.2

Land use planning. Locate major commercial services, employment centers and
public facilities near bus routes whenever feasible.

CM 2.3

Rail corridor. Encourage cooperative regional agreements to promote greater
utilization of the rail corridor for both transportation and recreation.

Programs
CM 2.a

Support enhanced bus service. Actively participate in VCTC programs designed to
enhance bus service offerings and bolster ridership.

CM 2.b

New development. Work with developers and service providers to ensure that new
projects are designed to enhance transit connectivity and accessibility.

CM 2.c

Downtown depot. Preserve options for a future commuter passenger station at the
historic Downtown depot with facilities for convenient transfers between different
modes of transport.

CM 2.d

Commuter rail. Work with VCTC and Metrolink to assess potential commuter rail
service feasibility, as well as with recreational operators to preserve recreational
excursion service.
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D. Non-Motorized Mobility
1.

Overview

Non-motorized travel helps to reduce vehicle traffic while also encouraging healthier
lifestyles. Improvements such as attractive streetscapes, continuous and well-paved
sidewalks, a safe and well-connected bicycle network, shorter distances between destinations,
adequate lighting, and safer street crossings encourage walking and biking by making these
activities more pleasant.
Commuter and recreational bicycling and walking address important issues such as public
health, traffic congestion, greenhouse gas emissions, and transportation costs. Strategies to
encourage human-powered travel can have local as well as regional benefits.

Pedestrian Mobility
The degree to which people walk as a means of transportation and recreation is largely
determined by the comfort, safety, and convenience of their walking experience. Comfort is
influenced by traffic volume and speed, separation from vehicular traffic, topography,
sidewalk conditions, and climate. Safety is affected by street crossings, traffic speed and
volumes, street widths, traffic controls, and overall infrastructure design. Convenience is
influenced by a mix of land uses and the distance and directness of travel. As connectivity
improves, pedestrian mobility is enhanced.
A mix of land uses supports multimodal transportation, increasing the importance of
accommodating pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users. Mixed uses are found particularly in
Downtown and along Harvard Boulevard. Additionally, the planned transit center in East
Area 1 will offer additional transportation options.
Priority pedestrian focus areas are displayed in Figure 3-9. Each of these locations will benefit
from a pedestrian-oriented focus with appropriate amenities for walking. Additionally, each
of these environments currently have or are anticipated to have sizable pedestrian volumes
from residential neighborhoods, schools, retail, transit connections, and other community
features.
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Figure 3-9 – Pedestrian Priority Focus Areas
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Table 3-4 provides a “toolbox” of potential pedestrian treatments in the Downtown and East
Area 1 Pedestrian Priority Focus Areas, while Table 3-5 displays potential treatments for the
Priority Focus Area along Harvard Boulevard. These focus areas could benefit from increased
safety features, such as installation of high-visibility crosswalks, advanced stop bars for
vehicles, lead pedestrian intervals at signalized intersections, pedestrian countdown signals,
and potential new midblock crossings, either by installing a hybrid beacon or rectangular
rapid flashing beacon.
Pedestrian treatments within the Downtown and Harvard Boulevard Corridor should be
coordinated with existing and proposed improvement plans for these areas as identified in
the Land Use Element.

Bicycle Mobility
Bicycling provides utilitarian travel and active recreation opportunities as well as health
benefits. Adequate bicycle facilities and supporting roadway environments encourage active
transportation, enhance recreational opportunities, and help to attract visitors. Bikeways not
only provide local opportunities for cyclists, but also offer regional connections along
continuous corridors, and provide convenient access to public transit services.
Table 3-6 describes the four classifications of bicycle facilities recognized by the California
Streets and Highways Code.
There are approximately 5 miles of existing bicycle facilities within Santa Paula. These
facilities include 1.8 miles of Class I multi-use paths and 3.2 miles of Class II bike lanes.
Although bicycle facilities are provided throughout Santa Paula, they are largely fragmented
and would benefit from improved connectivity.
Figure 3-10 presents the planned bicycle network comprised of Class I multi-use paths,
Class II bike lanes and buffered bike lanes, Class III bike routes, and Class IV cycle tracks. This
network is intended to enhance connectivity throughout Santa Paula and to the regional
network, and also provides connections to Valley Express bus routes.
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Table 3-4 Downtown / East Area 1 Transit Center Pedestrian Treatment Toolbox
Description

Example

Decorative Crosswalks improve crosswalk visibility to drivers
and are visually appealing. Decorative crosswalks can be used to
help brand a district and create an identity, with designs
developed from local artists or students.

Curb Bulb-Outs/Extensions shorten the crossing distance for
pedestrians and ensure vehicles make turns at slower speeds.

Lead Pedestrian Intervals give pedestrians a 3- to 7-second head
start when entering an intersection, reinforcing their right of
way over turning vehicles.

Pedestrian Scale Lighting can increase visibility along
sidewalks and intersection approaches while creating a more
comfortable and inviting pedestrian environment.

Pedestrian Amenities such as seating, shaded areas, trash cans,
and landscaping enhance the pedestrian environment.

Source: Chen Ryan Associates, 2019
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Table 3-5 Harvard Boulevard Pedestrian Treatment Toolbox
Description

Example

Continental Crosswalks improve crosswalk visibility and
reinforce to drivers where to stop. Continental crosswalks may
be used in conjunction with advance stop bars.

Advance Stop Bars/Lines encourage drivers to stop well
before the crosswalk, improving pedestrian safety and
pedestrian visibility to drivers. May be used at intersections or
mid-block crossings with additional signage.

Lead Pedestrian Intervals give pedestrians a 3- to 7-second
head start when entering an intersection, reinforcing their right
of way over turning vehicles.

Pedestrian Countdown Signals indicate to the pedestrian how
many seconds are remaining in the pedestrian phase.

Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (top) is a traffic control device used
to stop vehicular traffic and allow pedestrians to cross safely.
Vehicular traffic is only stopped when a pedestrian is present
and activates the signal.
Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons at Mid-Block Crossings
(bottom) are pedestrian activated flashing signs that alert
drivers a pedestrian is crossing.
Source: California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, 2014; Chen Ryan Associates, 2019
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Table 3-6 Bikeway Classifications
Description

Example

Class I Bikeway (Bike Path) – Also referred to as shared-use
paths or multi-use paths, Class I facilities provide a completely
separated right of way designated for the exclusive use of
bicycles and pedestrians with minimal crossings by motorists.
Class I bike paths can provide connections where roadways
are non-existent or unable to support bicycle travel.
Class II Bikeway (Bike Lane) – Provides a restricted right of
way designated for the exclusive or semi-exclusive use of
bicycles. Through travel by motor vehicles or pedestrians is
prohibited, but crossflows are permitted. Class II facilities may
be buffered for additional protection as space allows.

Class III Bikeway (Bike Route) – Provides shared use of
traffic lanes by both motor vehicles and bicyclists. Class III
bikeways are identified by signage and street markings such as
“sharrows.” These bike routes are best suited for low-speed,
low-volume roadways.
Class IV Bikeway (Cycle Track) – Also referred to as
separated bikeways, cycle tracks are located within the
roadway, but are designated exclusively for bicyclists and are
physically protected from vehicular traffic. Types of separation
include, but are not limited to, grade separation, flexible posts,
or on-street parking.
Source: California Highway Design Manual, 2015; Chen Ryan Associates, 2019
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Source: City of Santa Paula General Plan Update, Mobility Element Technical Report, December 2019

Figure 3-10 – Preferred Plan, Bicycle Facilities
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Additionally, the bicycle network is designed to leverage investments in the Santa Paula
Branch Line Rail Trail, which offers excellent cross-town multimodal connectivity and could
eventually link areas throughout the Santa Clara River Valley. The complete bicycle network
is designed to provide complementary on-street facilities that can be used to link users with
this trail.
The planned bicycle network includes a total of approximately 22.0 miles of bicycle facilities,
including 4.5 miles of multi-use paths, 4.3 miles of bike lanes, 7.2 miles of bike routes, and
6.0 miles of potential buffered bike lanes and/or cycle tracks.
Designated Class I facilities continue the Santa Paula Branch Line Rail Trail providing an offstreet cross-town connection, which could become part of a regional facility linking Ventura
with the unincorporated community of Piru to the east.
Class II facilities are identified to complement Class I facilities, as well as provide connections
to major community facilities, transit, and residential neighborhood gateways.
Class III bike routes include key gap closure opportunities in the bicycle network along
relatively calmer roadways where a shared roadway facility is appropriate.
Class IV cycle tracks add vertical protection from vehicular traffic and may be preferred over
traditional or buffered bike lanes along key east-west boulevards such as Santa Paula Street or
Harvard Boulevard.
Expanded bicycle facilities may require elimination of some on-street parking along roadway
segments where a surplus of on-street parking exists or where nearby off-street parking is
available; however, none of the planned bicycle facilities would require roadway
modifications that would result in an unacceptable level of service for vehicular operations.

2.

Policies and Programs

Policies
CM 3.1

Regional coordination. Support implementation of the Ventura Countywide
Bicycle Master Plan, the Ventura County Regional Bikeway Wayfinding Plan, and
the City’s Planned Bicycle Network.

CM 3.2

Encourage pedestrian activity. Ensure that streets, sidewalks and pathways are
designed to encourage pedestrian activity by minimizing obstructions, appropriate
grades, and locating crosswalks and pedestrian warning signs in areas of
concentrated pedestrian activity.
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CM 3.3

Pedestrian and bicycle facilities. Ensure that new developments are designed to
ensure continuity with the existing non-motorized transportation network and
include well-designed pedestrian and bicycle facilities, such as:
-

sidewalks with adequate buffers from automobile traffic;
connections to the public sidewalk system;
seating areas; and
bicycle parking and bike share facilities.

CM 3.4

Bicycle accessibility. Enhance bicycle accessibility between the Historic Depot,
Downtown and other areas of the city, particularly districts to the north and south
that are not served by the east-west Santa Paula Branch Trail.

CM 3.5

Traffic calming. Explore traffic calming strategies including high-visibility
crosswalks and curb extensions/bulb-outs to reduce pedestrian crossing distances
along key corridors such as SR 126, Main Street in Downtown, the Harvard
Boulevard corridor, and school zones.

CM 3.6

Pedestrian priority focus areas. Coordinate pedestrian priority focus areas with
existing and future improvement plans for Downtown and the Harvard Boulevard
Corridor.

Programs
CM 3.a

Development review. As part of the development review process, assist applicants
in demonstrating conformance with pedestrian and bicycle mobility plans, policies
and regulations.

CM 3.b

Pedestrian and bicycle facility funding. Pursue additional funding sources for
implementation of the Planned Bicycle Network and pedestrian enhancements.

CM 3.c

Capital Improvement Program. Incorporate priority pedestrian and bicycle facility
improvements in the Capital Improvement Program.

CM 3.d

Regional coordination. Work with VCTC and neighboring jurisdictions to
complete the Heritage Valley bike path and other non-motorized routes identified
in the County Regional Trails and Pathway Master Plan.
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E. Transportation Demand Management and Parking
1.

Overview

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategies are designed to reduce vehicular
congestion by managing the number of automobiles on roadways, especially during peak
travel times. The 2016-2040 RTP/SCS outlines the following TDM strategies for the region:
•

Increasing carpooling and vanpooling by providing Ride Sharing, Park ’n Ride, and
other similar commuter programs;

•

Increasing the use of transit, bicycling, and walking by providing improvements to
pedestrian, bicycle, and transit systems; and

•

Redistributing vehicle trips from peak demand periods to non-peak periods by
allowing flexible work times, days, or locations.

“Safe Routes to School” is a comprehensive TDM strategy aimed at encouraging children to
walk and bicycle to school. It includes a wide variety of implementation strategies centered on
the “6 Es” – Education, Encouragement, Engineering, Enforcement, Evaluation and Equity.
When implemented, the 6 Es improve safety, reduce congestion and VMT, improve air quality
and increase the physical activity of students and their parents, which improves public health
outcomes. Recent improvements to the Santa Paula Branch Line Multi-Use Trail were partially
funded by a Safe Routes to School grant.
Many of the policies and programs described elsewhere in this element and in the Land Use
Element that encourage travel modes other than single-occupancy vehicles also support TDM
efforts.
Effective parking management strategies play an important role in the City’s overall mobility
goals. Abundant free parking can have the unintended consequences of encouraging singleoccupancy vehicle trips and detracting from the pedestrian-friendly environment in areas
such as the Downtown. Surface parking lots in prime locations also occupy land that could be
utilized for more economically productive uses.
The following policies and programs related to TDM and parking are established.
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2.

Policies and Programs

Policies
CM 4.1

Transportation demand management. Implement TDM strategies that encourage
alternatives to single-occupancy vehicles in both existing and new developments.

CM 4.2

Parking management. Ensure a balanced parking supply that adequately serves the
community while reducing the amount of land devoted to parking and minimizing
vehicular trips in predominantly pedestrian-oriented areas.

CM 4.3

Safe routes to school. Support Safe Routes to School programs focusing on
pedestrian and bicycle safety improvements near local schools.

CM 4.4

Encourage alternative transportation. Support public information to encourage
alternative modes of transportation.

Programs
CM 4.a

Development review. As part of the development review process, assist applicants
in demonstrating conformance with TDM plans, policies and regulations.

CM 4.b

Transportation demand management. Continue to encourage TDM techniques
such as:
-

-

Telecommuting from home or satellite work locations
Modified work schedules
Ridesharing incentives (e.g., financial subsidies, preferred parking, ridematching, guaranteed ride home, car hire services, car/bike share programs,
on-site shower and locker facilities for commuters, transit pass programs)
In collaboration with VCTC, support public information campaigns to
encourage alternative modes of transportation.

CM 4.c

Review parking regulations. Review the Development Code to ensure that parking
requirements provide an appropriate balance between adequate parking and other
mobility objectives.

CM 4.d

Safe Routes to School. Work with school districts to support Safe Routes to School
programs that improve conditions for students walking and bicycling in the areas
near schools.
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F. Goods Movement
1.

Overview

The efficient movement of goods is an essential component of a strong local economy. The
2016-2040 RTP/SCS and the Ventura County CTP both identify the regional role of Port of
Hueneme in particular, and the importance of the roadway network in surrounding Ventura
County cities in serving the port and supporting the truck traffic it generates. Additionally,
the CTP identifies the importance of agribusiness along the SR 126 corridor between Ventura
and Santa Clarita. In Santa Paula, SR 126, SR 150, and the local roadway network support the
movement of goods.
The RTP/SCS emphasizes the need for goods movement to be carefully balanced with
sustainability, public health, and environmental justice goals, and establishes the need for
goods movement strategies to work in concert with emissions reduction targets. These
overarching guidelines are adapted to the local setting by VCTC, which identifies specific
improvements in Ventura County such as pavement refurbishment and strategic grade
separations, while reiterating the need for consideration of potential impacts to local
community health, safety, and quality of life.
Figure 3-11 displays designated truck routes within Santa Paula. Truck route designated
streets include:

North-South Streets
•
•
•
•
•
•

Peck Road from Foothill Road to Corporation Street
Dean Drive from Santa Barbara Street to Main Street
Palm Avenue from Main Street to Santa Maria Street
10th Street from Santa Paula Street to SR 126
SR 150/Ojai Road from Santa Paula Street to City limits
12th Street from Santa Paula Street to South Mountain Road
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Figure 3-11 – Designated Truck Routes
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East-West Streets
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.

Foothill Road from west of City limits to Peck Road
Santa Paula Street from west of City limits to Peck Road
Santa Paula Street from 10th Street to eastern terminus
Santa Barbara Street from Dean Drive to 12th Street
Main Street from Peck Road to Palm Avenue
Main Street from 10th Street to Harvard Boulevard
Telegraph Road from west of City limits to Peck Road
Telegraph Road from Harvard Boulevard to City limits
Harvard Boulevard from Peck Road to Telegraph Road
Santa Maria Street from Santa Paula Airport to Palm Avenue

Policies and Programs

Policies
CM 5.1

Goods movement. Promote the safe and efficient movement of goods within Santa
Paula and the surrounding region.

Programs
CM 5.a

Regional coordination. In cooperation with Caltrans and VCTC, establish truck
routes in Santa Paula to facilitate the safe movement of goods while minimizing
conflicts with other road users and sensitive land uses. Require that over-sized
vehicles comply with all Caltrans and local regulations, and limit large truck trips
to off-peak commute periods whenever feasible.

CM 5.b

Truck traffic. Discourage trucks from traveling, parking, or idling on local streets
and in residential neighborhoods.
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